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Abstract
We present a holographic duality for the de Sitter static patch which consolidates basic
features of its geometry and the behavior of gravity and brane probes, valid on timescales
short compared to the decay or Poincare recurrence times. Namely de Sitter spacetime
dSd(R) in d dimensions with curvature radius R is holographically dual to two conformal
field theories on dSd−1(R), cut off at an energy scale 1/R where they couple to each other
and to d − 1 dimensional gravity. As part of our analysis, we study brane probes in de
Sitter and thermal Anti de Sitter spaces, and interpret the terms in the corresponding
DBI action via strongly coupled thermal field theory. This provides a dual field theoretic
interpretation of the fact that probes take forever to reach a horizon in general relativity.
July 2004
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1. Introduction
In this paper we propose a holographic, dual description of the de Sitter static patch,
along the lines of [1,2,3]. This relationship is analogous to that arising in warped compact-
ifications or Randall-Sundrum geometries [4,5,6,7] with multiple throats [8]. We motivate
and study the duality through the use of gravity and brane probes. Before delving into
the details, let us start by explaining the main points.
The static patch in d dimensional de Sitter space of radius R can be foliated by dSd−1
slices:
ds2 = sin2
(w
R
)
ds2dSd−1 + dw
2 (1.1)
The resulting metric (1.1) has a warp factor which is maximal with finite value at a central
slice w = πR/2, dropping monotonically on each side until it reaches zero at the horizon
w = 0, πR (see figure 1). The region near the horizon, which corresponds to low energies
in the static coordinates, is isomorphic to that of d dimensional AdS space foliated by
dSd−1 slices (for which the warp factor is sinh
2(w/R) rather than sin2(w/R)) and hence
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constitutes a CFT on dSd−1 at low energies. Correspondingly, D-brane probes of this region
exhibit the same rich dynamics as a strongly coupled CFT on its approximate Coulomb
branch. Meanwhile, probes constructed from bulk gravitons range from energy 0 up to
energy 1/R at the central slice, and upon dimensional reduction their spectrum exhibits
the mass gap expected of d − 1 dimensional conformal field theory on de Sitter space.
Dimensionally reducing to the d − 1 dimensional effective field theory also yields a finite
d− 1 dimensional Planck mass, so the lower dimensional theory itself includes dynamical
gravity. As we shall see, the value of this lower dimensional Planck mass is consistent
with that generated by a renormalization of Newton’s constant from S degrees of freedom
cut off at the scale 1/R (where S is the horizon area in Planck units). Altogether, the
geometry and energy scales are as summarized in figure 1.
Localized graviton
CFT on dSd−1 CFT on dSd−1
00 00 00
1
R
 dS  static patch (spatial)d
So
E=0                     E=                      E=0     
g  =0             g  =1            g   =0
Fig. 1: A spatial slice of the static patch of dSd, with the dSd−1 slices and the
behavior of the redshift factor g00 shown. The bulk of the d dimensional spacetime
is described by conformal field theories on dSd−1 at energy scales E ranging from
0 to of order 1/R, where they are cut off and coupled to each other and to d − 1
dimensional gravity, which is localized at the central slice where g00 = 1. We have
indicated dSd−1 slices near the IR end on each side, on which we can consider brane
probes realizing the approximate Coulomb branch of the low energy CFTs.
This leads to the following statement of de Sitter holography. The dSd static patch is
dual to two conformal field theories on dSd−1 (hence thermal with temperature T = 1/R),
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cut off at an energy scale 1/R and coupled to each other as well as to (d− 1)-dimensional
gravity.
In principle it should be possible to iterate this procedure to successively higher codi-
mension [2] using the explicit field theoretic degrees of freedom obtained in [1,3] in string
theoretic models such as [9,10], culminating in a quantum mechanical description indepen-
dent of any gravitational sector; we leave this program for future work [11]. The existence
of the cut-off on energies – even if we descend all the way to quantum mechanics – provides
us with only a finite window of accessible states of the dual theory, a requirement which has
been stressed particularly in [12], and noted in the context of the static patch in [13] where
the importance of a self-contained holographic description of a single observer’s accessible
region was emphasized. Also, although here we will focus on timescales short compared to
the decay and Poincare recurrence times [10,9,14,13], we will see that the non-perturbative
decay out of the de Sitter phase is mirrored in the dual via vacuum bubble nucleation.
As it stands, restricting ourselves to times short compared to the decay time, and
codimension one, this type of duality is analogous to the holographically dual descrip-
tion of the Randall-Sundrum or warped compactification geometries or, more precisely,
the multi-throated versions studied in [8,6]. That is, the d-dimensional gravity theory is
dual to d − 1 dimensional cut off quantum field theory coupled to gravity. Both sides of
the correspondence involve gravity (in different dimensions); nonetheless the holographic
relation is useful because the bulk of the entropy is carried by the field theoretic degrees
of freedom. This analogous RS case is reviewed in figure 2.
00 00
 g  << 1                           g  =1                                 g   <<1                            00
Fig. 2: The two-throated Randall-Sundrum or warped compactification depicted
here has a similar holographic duality: the dual is given by a pair of field theories
cut off in the UV and coupled to each other and to d− 1 dimensional gravity.
In the bulk of this paper, we will analyze the D-brane and gravity probes of these
geometries, and the related case of dS-sliced AdS (which is isomorphic to our case at low
energies). The gravity probe analysis yields a localized graviton (as well as a finite set of
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other localized modes) and a continuum above a gap of “glueball” modes as in [2], as well
as results on the hydrodynamical behavior of the field theory in its low energy regime. The
brane probe analysis contains information about the microphysics of this dual field theory
regime out on its Coulomb branch as in [1,3,15,16].
In addition to fleshing out the basic structure of the correspondence summarized
above, this leads to interesting lessons about strong coupling phenomena. For instance,
in general relativity, from the point of view of a static, outside observer, it takes forever
for a probe to reach a horizon. In quantum field theory, a rolling scalar field experiences
large back reaction on its motion as it approaches a point with new light states [17,15,16].
These two phenomena are holographically dual, as studied recently for zero temperature
horizons in [18,15,16]. Our analysis in this paper demonstrates how this dual description
arises for probes of more general horizons with nonzero area.
2. de Sitter slicing of (A)dSd and de Sitter holography
In this section we will explain the structure of the geometry and gravity probe be-
havior entering into the holographic relation for de Sitter space summarized above. In
the following two sections we will study the D-brane probe dynamics which encodes basic
features of the low energy field theory regime of the dual. These analyses will provide
some of the details of the physical phenomena arising in this system from the dual points
of view; it is worth emphasizing that the isomorphism of the low energy region described
above is the basic reason for the existence of the duality (as in the original arguments for
AdS/CFT [19]).
We will study both dSd and AdSd in parallel, each foliated by dSd−1 slices (see [20,21]
for some early work on such foliations in the context of the Randall-Sundrum scenario). In
the case of AdSd, the gauge-gravity correspondence in this foliation has been discussed in
[22,23], and results in a d− 1 conformal field theory on dSd−1 which therefore necessarily
inherits some thermal properties. As we shall see, the dSd case is isomorphic to the AdSd
case at leading order at low energy, enabling us to identify the near-horizon region of the
bulk of the dSd static patch also as d− 1 dimensional conformal field theory on dSd−1 at
energy scales below a cutoff scale determined by the geometry.
The metric for a dSd−1 slicing of (A)dSd is
ds2 = e2A(w)gˆijdy
idyj + dw2 (2.1)
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where gˆij is a metric for dSd−1, and the warp factor is given by e2A(w) = sin
2(w/R) in
the case of dSd, while for AdSd, we have e
2A(w) = sinh2(w/R). In the dSd case, we
will work within a single causal patch. In both cases, we may change coordinates to
exp(2A(w)) = ρ2/R2, to write the metric in the form
ds2 =
ρ2
R2
gˆijdy
idyj +
R2
R2 ± ρ2 dρ
2 (2.2)
where the ± is + for AdSd and − for dSd. In the AdSd case, we are by now used to
replacing the radial direction ρ with the energy scale of a dual d−1 conformal field theory.
Here we wish to do the same for dSd. Let us examine the consequences in the IR and UV.
The IR of the dual theory corresponds to the near horizon regime ρ = 0 where the
two metrics (2.2) coincide at leading order. As we shall describe, this implies that the
resulting DBI actions describing the Coulomb branch brane probe dynamics in this region
also agree. From the d − 1 perspective, the energy of (super)-gravity modes localized at
some position ρ is given by the warped down Kaluza-Klein scale in the geometry
E ∼ 1
R
√
g00 ∼ ρ
R2
(2.3)
where the curvature scale 1/R of the dSd−1 also provides the temperature scale of the
d− 1-dimensional field theory (taking the Euclidean vacuum for the CFT on dSd−1) [24].
So we see that at leading order in a low energy expansion, that is neglecting the corrections
of order ρ2/R2 = E2/T 2, the dSd case can also be identified with conformal field theory
on dSd−1 in the same manner as AdSd.
In both cases, the number of degrees of freedom of the field theory is of order S =
Rd−2Md−2d where Md is the d-dimensional Planck mass, and the counting is the Gibbons-
Hawking entropy for dSd [24], and the Susskind-Witten entropy for AdSd [25]. Below we
will study in more detail some of the structure of this low energy theory using gravity and
brane probes. For the moment we simply emphasize that the results of this analysis are
identical at low energies for the AdSd and dSd cases.
At higher energies, the two spaces (2.2) become distinct. The AdSd case asymptotes to
a boundary at infinite ρ. The dSd case of the metric (2.2) exhibits a coordinate singularity
at ρ = R; returning to the form (2.1) reveals this as the central dSd−1 slice of the dSd static
patch, at which g00 is maximal and the GR probe energy scale reaches 1/R. On the other
side of this slice there is another bulk region, identical to the first and also identifiable with
low energy CFT on dSd−1 (see figure 1). The holographic description of the dSd static
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patch therefore includes two CFTs, cut-off at energy scale 1/R where they couple to each
other. Note that we are discussing a single observer’s static patch and the two CFTs are in
causal contact with each other, rather than in an entangled state as occurs in some other
descriptions of thermal de Sitter systems (see for example [22]).
In addition, the dSd geometry differs from the AdSd geometry by the presence of a
normalizable zero mode for the d-dimensional graviton, resulting in dynamical gravity (i.e.
with a finite Planck mass) in the d−1 dimensional reduction [2]. The value of the Newton
constant GN determined in the fully gravitational description via dimensional reduction
from d to d− 1 dimensions is
1
GN,d−1
∼Md−3d−1 ∼ RMd−2d ∼ (RMd)d−2
(
1
R
)d−3
∼ S
(
1
R
)d−3
(2.4)
Naively this d − 1 dimensional Planck scale is much higher than the UV cut-off of the
CFTs, which might give us pause. However, as happens in Randall-Sundrum geometries,
the scales in the problem are consistent with the interpretation of the contribution to the
d− 1 Newton constant from the warped region coming from a renormalization in the dual
field theory. The importance of this effect was first emphasised in [26] in the context of
black holes (see also [22,27] for applications in RS scenarios).1 With S propagating low-
energy field modes with cut-off MUV = 1/R, the renormalised Newton constant in the
d− 1 dimensional effective field theory given by
1
GN,d−1
∼ SMd−3UV ∼ S
(
1
R
)d−3
(2.5)
which coincides with that derived from dimensional reduction along the warped throat.
This general structure obtained in the dSd case would also arise in the AdSd case if we
considered two AdSd throats cut off and joined at their UV ends with a Randall-Sundrum
“Planck brane” or equivalently a warped compactification [5,6,8,10,22].
Altogether, this leads to a holographic description of the d-dimensional de Sitter static
patch, valid on timescales shorter than the recurrence and/or decay time.2 It is conformal
field theory on d− 1-dimensional de Sitter space, thus endowed with a temperature 1/R,
cut off at the scale 1/R, and coupled to gravity and another conformal field theory. In the
following, we elucidate some salient features of the d− 1 dimensional holographic dual.
1 We thank R. Sundrum for a useful discussion of related issues.
2 As we will see in §4.3, in situations where de Sitter decays there is a dual description of this
as well.
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2.1. Symmetries
The symmetry of the dSd static patch includes SO(d − 1), time translations, and
reflections. The corresponding symmetry transformations implement a UV/IR relation in
our system. For example, taking a localized probe at some w and y position on say the
left side of figure 1, and rotating it to a higher w position using the SO(d− 1) symmetry
also changes its position y in dSd−1 so that it is closer to the dSd−1 horizon.
2.2. Kaluza-Klein Modes
Note that in this correspondence, the energy scales E ≪ T are crucial to the utility
of the holographic duality; these are the scales in which the pure field theory description
applies. Let us clarify the energy scales E in the dSd−1 theory, including those coming from
excitations of the massless dSd fields. As discussed above, the redshifting of static energy
scales by the
√
g00 factor in the metric leads to a continuum of energies E starting at zero.
Modes localized near the horizon fall in toward the horizon, a process which represents
the equilibration of these excitations in the thermal field theory. On the other hand, the
slicing of dSd by dSd−1 slices leads to a spectrum of masses in the d−1 dimensional theory
including a continuum above a gap (as well as the zero mode and some discrete modes
whose role we will come to presently) [2].
The gravity modes on these backgrounds can be studied by reducing the wave equation
to an analogue Schro¨dinger equation as in [4,2]. This analogue Schro¨dinger problem is
−ψ′′ + 1
R2
(
(d− 2)2
4
− (d− 2)
4
d
cosh2(z/R)
)
ψ = m2ψ. (2.6)
Here ψ is the d dimensional transverse traceless graviton or scalar field rescaled by a factor
which reduces to e−(d−2)
2z/4R2 at large z where z is the radial coordinate for the metric
in the form ds2dSd = e
2A(z)(ds2dSd−1 + dz
2), and ′ represents a derivative with respect to
this conformal radial coordinate z. This rescaling is such that the norm on ψ is
∫ |ψ|2
as in the analogue quantum mechanics problem defined by (2.6). Very near the horizon
ρ → 0, z approaches infinity and the potential term in (2.6) approaches a constant V →
(d− 2)2/4R2 This yields a continuum of modes above a mass gap
m2 >
(d− 2)2
4R2
(2.7)
Note that this mass gap does not imply an energy gap in the d − 1-dimensional theory
(whose energies were given above in (2.3)). If we work in static coordinates in the d − 1
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dimensional theory, we can place the massive particles near the horizon in the d − 1
dimensional de Sitter space, leading to arbitrarily small-energy excitations. The
√
g00
factor in the (A)dSd goes to zero as ρ→ 0 regardless of the coordinates we use to describe
the dSd−1, so the presence of small energy scales in the d − 1 dimensional effective field
theory should be more general. Indeed, in global coordinates on dSd−1, the mode solutions
of [28] have a real part in their frequency µ (in the notation of [28]) precisely when the
equation (2.7) is satisfied. Finally, let us note that the mass gap here (2.7) is precisely
the same as that obtained for a dSd−1 slicing of AdSd, i.e. it is the mass gap arising in
conformal field theory on de Sitter space.
In addition to the continuum, the 1/ cosh2 potential, also known as the Po¨schl-Teller
potential, exhibits bound states. Most notably there is a normalizable zero mode, like in
the two-throated RS scenario. This is crucial for our interpretation of dS duality as two
cutoff conformal field theories, coupled to each other and to lower dimensional gravity at
the cutoff scale 1/R.
In general, the zero mode is not the only bound state. The Po¨schl-Teller potential,
can be solved analytically and the bound states are labelled by l = 0, 1, . . . with l < d−2
2
and have masses
m2l = −
(
d− 2
2R
− l
R
)2
+
(d− 2)2
4R2
. (2.8)
They are associated to the UV brane, in the same way that warped compactifications can
have light modes localized in the region outside the warped throats. As such they encode
details about the way the two throats are cut-off and coupled to each other. It would be
interesting to decode their effects in detail. Note that the first extra mode shows up in
d = 5, and as a bound state it translates into a mode of negative µ2.
2.3. Hydrodynamics
Another aspect accessible to gravity probes is the hydrodynamics of the thermal field
theory. Hydrodynamics is the effective description for low energy, long wavelength fluctu-
ations around equilibrium. Since in the thermal field theory dual to dS we are forced into
the low energy regime, long wavelength fluctuations are described by hydrodynamics.
Many hydrodynamic processes have been uncovered from the dual gravity in
[29,30,31,32] using purely outgoing boundary conditions on the horizon to reflect the dissi-
pative nature of the diffusion process. One then either looks at correlation functions of the
hydrodynamic variables, that is the conserved currents, or at the spectrum of quasinormal
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modes. From this one can extract the speed of sound, bulk and shear viscosity and the
diffusion constants of any currents. In a locally flat region, the diffusion constant D for a
conserved current associated to an abelian gauge field is given by a very simple universal
formula obtained in [31]
D =
√−g(w0)
gxx(w0)
√−g00(w0)gww(w0)
∫ pi/2
w0
−g00(w)gww(w)√−g (2.9)
where w0 is introduced as the position of the stretched horizon, which in the end we take
to coincide with the dS horizon w = 0 in the dS slicing (1.1). To extract the diffusion
coefficient, we are interested only in the w dependence of the metric factors (as opposed to
contributions due to the fact that the diffusion process is itself occurring on a curved dSd−1
background). Plugging in the metric (1.1) for d = 5 we get D = R, which is consistent
with the thermal interpretation. (Note that had we done the same computation in a radial
slicing of the dS5 static patch, as opposed to the dS4 slicing we are considering here, we
would have obtained an infinite answer). In d > 5 with the dSd−1 slicing one similarly
obtains a finite answer, while in d = 4 the diffusion constant is log divergent, reflecting the
behavior of hydrodynamics on the plane.
2.4. Physics at the cutoff and deformations
The matching of the full theory to the CFT at the scale 1/R should be determined –
again as in the warped compactification cases – via the behavior of gravity modes in the
static patch near the central UV slice. It will be interesting to work the details of this
out. Since we have not done so, our statement of holographic duality is not complete in
the same way that the oft-repeated statement “Randall-Sundrum is just CFT coupled to
gravity” is not complete. However, as in that case [7] we believe the statement is useful
and interesting as it stands.
Relatedly, as with the AdS/CFT correspondence and its application to warped com-
pactifications, there are many variants and deformations of this basic setup, some already
familiar. In particular, quantum field theories on de Sitter space cut off and coupled to
gravity also arise as the holographic duals to more complicated flux compactifications.
Consider for example the KKLT models of dS4 space [10], which involve a warped throat
emanating from a Calabi-Yau compactification of type IIB string theory. This warped
throat is dual to a field theory (in the specific examples considered in [10] this was a
Klebanov-Strassler cascading gauge theory [33]) living on dS4, at energy scales ranging
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up to a finite cutoff scale determined by matching this throat to the Calabi-Yau whose
finite volume ensures a nontrivial coupling to four dimensional gravity. So this set of field
theories formulated on dS4, cutoff and coupled to gravity in the specific way determined
by the Calabi Yau, is not dual to dS5 but to the warped flux model (a duality also studied
in [22,23]).
The difference between a pair of cutoff field theories dual to dS and those dual to a
warped compactification model lies in part in the interactions at the cutoff scale deter-
mined by the geometry in the UV region. In some sense, the dS case is the simplest and
most symmetric, and the warped compactification models are more complicated and more
generic.
An interesting intermediate situation which we encountered in our investigation is
the following, illustrating the kind of generic deformation of our duality that we expect.
Consider a warped de Sitter compactification such as [10], but with the added specification
that the fields in the field theory dual to the warped throat are thermally excited at a
temperature T distinct from the Hubble temperature scale of the de Sitter. This should
lead to a thermal horizon in the warped throat of the compactification, whose radial
position r0 corresponds to the energy scale of the thermal bath of excited field theory modes
(as we will review in the case of pure thermal field theory in §3). Since the accelerated
expansion of the de Sitter compactification dilutes this thermal bath, the corresponding
energy density should decrease with time, and hence the radial position r0 at which the
geometry is modified due to the thermal bath should recede. As a result, such a system
includes an expanding 5th dimension, much like the dS5 case of interest in this paper.
2.5. Brane Probes
Finally, we come to D-brane probes, a subject which shall occupy us for the next two
sections. The DBI action for the brane contains higher derivative terms which encode the
effect of microscopic interactions in the dual strongly coupled field theory, as seen in the
context of AdS/CFT in e.g. [34,19]. Our goal will in part be to disentangle the origin of
these terms. As we shall see, in general they arise from a combination of radiative correc-
tions arising from the coupling of the probe to the rest of the degrees of freedom, together
with an evaluation of these degrees of freedom in a thermal ensemble. An analysis of these
terms can therefore yield microscopic information about the entropy and couplings of the
full system. Before considering the probes on dSd−1 slices, we first consider the somewhat
simpler case of thermal CFT on Minkowski space, whose lessons we will subsequently apply
to de Sitter in Section 4.
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3. AdS Black Brane Probes
In this section we shall study a probe D3-brane in Schwarzchild AdS5 geometry. The
main goal is to explain how the expansion of the DBI action may be interpreted in terms
of thermal field theory, as a prelude to the case of brane probes in the de Sitter slicing of
interest for our duality. We shall show that the various terms can be understood as higher
dimension operators evaluated in a thermal bath. Some aspects of this interpretation were
discussed in [35,36,37,38] as well as in [34], and we shall extend their results.
The static patch of the AdS5-Schwarzchild space can be obtained by taking the near
horizon limit of N black D3-branes in type IIB supergravity, resulting in the metric
ds2 =
1
f(r)1/2
(−h(r)dt2 + d~x · d~x) + f(r)
1/2
h(r)
dr2 (3.1)
where f(r) = R4/r4 and the function h(r) = 1 − r40/r4 parameterizes the deviation from
extremality. The horizon lies at r = r0. The background is accompanied by a constant
dilaton eφ = gs and a non-vanishing five-form RR flux, with potential C4 = f(r)
−1dt ∧
dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3.
This supergravity background is dual to SU(N) N = 4 super Yang-Mills at finite
temperature. The gauge coupling constant is given by g2YM ∼ gs, while the ’t Hooft
coupling λ = g2YMN ∼ (R/ls)4 is necessarily large for the supergravity description to be
valid. The temperature T of the dual field theory coincides with the Hawking temperature
of the black hole: T ∼ r0/l2s
√
λ. As is well known, analysis of this supergravity background
can be used to extract information about the thermodynamics of the strongly coupled gauge
theory. For example, the theory can be shown to have free energy given by F ∼ N2T 4
(where a more careful analysis, including numerical coefficients, reveals the famous relative
factor of 3/4 between the free-energy at weak and strong coupling [39]).
The metric exhibits the UV/IR relationship which associates radial locations with
energy scales in the field theory. In fact, as explained by Peet and Polchinski [40], there
are at least two different energy scales associated to a given radial position r. The first
arises from supergravity modes localised at r and is the relevant scale for computing the
entropy [25]. The energy of these excitations, which we shall refer to as GR probes, is
given by the Kaluza-Klein energy scale 1/R, warped down by the red-shift factor
√
g00,
E ∼ 1
R
√
g00 ∼ r
R2
√
h (3.2)
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The second energy scale is associated to stretched strings which, following [17], we refer to
as “χ-modes”. These appear on the (thermally lifted) Coulomb branch of the field theory
and are described on the gravity side as a string stretched between the horizon and a probe
D3-brane localized at position r. These have mass
mχ ∼ 1
l2s
∫
dr
√
g00
√
grr ∼ r
l2s
(3.3)
which, at high energies, exceeds the KK scale: mχ ≈ E
√
λ. The presence of the probe
D3-brane acts as a domain wall in the 5d gravity background, jumping the F5 RR-flux by
a single unit. It corresponds to a scalar field VEV implementing gauge symmetry breaking
U(N)→ U(1)× U(N − 1).
Let us delineate the U(N) degrees of freedom of the field theory as follows: there is
the single U(1) eigenvalue φ which, at zero temperature, is related to the brane position
by r = φl2s . The bulk of the system is made up of the U(N − 1) degrees of freedom which
we will collectively refer to as η. These are coupled to φ through the off-diagonal χ modes.
The effective action for the probe degree of freedom φ has a rich structure encapsulated
in the DBI action. We set the field strength on the probe brane to zero and concentrate
only on the radial fluctuations, resulting in the action
LDBI = − 1
gsl4s
1
f(r)
(
h(r)1/2
√
1− f(r)
h(r)2
r˙2 +
f(r)
h(r)
(∇r)2 − 1
)
(3.4)
Our goal here is to interpret this as arising from interactions with the η and χ degrees of
freedom. We will start with a discussion of the general structure of the couplings implied
by the probe DBI, and then turn to a discussion of its behavior in the limits of T/E ≪ 1
and T/E ≫ 1.
3.1. General Structure
In the dual field theory, the form of the DBI action (3.4) arises from a two-step
process: firstly one integrates out the χ modes, resulting in an effective action for the φ
and η fields. Secondly, all η operators are evaluated in the thermal background. At zero
temperature, the DBI action for φ is obtained by integrating out the χ and η modes, and a
non-renormalization theorem ensures that the form of the DBI action can be successfully
compared with the effective action for φ even at weak coupling [19] (although at weak
coupling particle production effects dominate over the DBI corrections for a rolling scalar
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field [17]). At finite temperature it is necessary to include the η fields in the intermediate
effective action since, as we shall see explicitly, some of the terms in (3.4) result from their
thermal expectation values.
So what is the form of the effective action for φ and η? Since the dual theory is at
strong coupling, we have little hope of determining it from first principles. Nevertheless,
the form of the DBI action gives us some clues about its general structure. In the micro-
canonical description of the black brane solution with a fixed energy density ε, the quantity
r40/l
8
s ≡ φ40 scales like g2sε. In general, the action (3.4) arises from couplings of (∂φ)2 to op-
erators made from the η degrees of freedom – including contributions suppressed by powers
of φ – with the η-dependent operators thermally averaged. For example, the overall factor
of
√
h(r) in (3.4) arises from the thermal average of a term of the form
√
h(r)→
√
1− g
2
sO(η)
φ4
+ . . . (3.5)
where O(η) is an operator of dimension four whose thermal average is proportional to ε
(e.g. the Lagrange density itself in the N = 4 theory) and the . . . represents terms which
are subdominant in the black brane background. (This aspect is analogous to the case of
the DBI action itself, which also does not sum all the higher derivative terms in the theory
but contains those which dominate for particular configurations, those for which proper
acceleration is small.). In fact, in the following section, by comparing to low-temperature,
weak-coupling results, we will see that O includes
O(η) = 1
gs
Tr (∂η)2 + O˜ (3.6)
Since this term is part of the Hamiltonian, it indeed satisfies 〈O〉T = ε as required. The
remainder O˜ represents other contributions which contribute to the energy density in the
interacting theory. This form of the action exhibits an effective “speed limit” on the
quantity g2sO(η)/φ4 which is similar to the speed limit on the probe brane discussed in
[18] and [15]. Analyticity of the action bounds this operator by unity, a limiting value
which upon thermal averaging translates into φ > φ0; this is simply the requirement that
the probe remain outside the Schwarzchild radius of the black brane created by the energy
density contained in the η excitations.
As organized in (3.5), the action contains important multitrace contributions. Such
terms were discussed in [41] and are generically generated in large N field theories where
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they contribute at leading order in the large N expansion. So although such multitrace
contributions were not included in the proposals for a “nonabelian DBI” action [42], we
expect them to play a role in generic backgrounds of the theory including the thermal
system. Finally, we note that the full effective action could involve an infinite series of
couplings of higher dimension operators OI to derivatives of φ such that the summed and
averaged result agrees with (3.4). However, at least in the N = 4 example, there is not
an infinite set of chiral operators which are singlets under the SO(6) global symmetry and
can play this role.
3.2. Probes at Low Temperature
In general, we cannot compute the couplings present in O(η) independently since the
field theory is at strong coupling. However, it will prove instructive to expand the DBI
action (3.4) in the regime where the probe is far from the horizon since we will be able
to explain the resulting perturbation series in T 4/E4 in terms of the zero-temperature
theory. Ultimately however, the regime of interest will be the opposite one, T ≫ E, since
this regime exists also in the dSd case.
At leading order in r0/r, the dictionary between the scalar field vacuum expectation
value (vev) φ and the radial position r of the probe brane is the same as in the zero
temperature theory, φ = r/l2s . The DBI action has both a derivative expansion and an
expansion in λ2T 4/φ4 ∼ T 4/E4. At zero temperature, the DBI action contains higher
derivative terms which may be understood as arising from integrating out the χ and η
modes. In the finite temperature system, the fields in the theory, including the η degrees
of freedom which contribute the bulk of the entropy, are excited. As a result, the corrections
in the thermal DBI (3.4) arise from taking the higher derivative action including both φ
and η, and thermally averaging over the η contributions to obtain an effective action for φ.
(The χ mode number and energy densities are highly Boltzmann suppressed in the regime
we work.)
To see this in more detail, consider the leading order four-derivative interaction arising
in the expansion of the DBI action (3.4)
Lfour−deriv ∼ N (∂φ)
4
m4χ
(3.7)
which, at weak coupling, arises from integrating out the χ-modes at one-loop. Here the N
factor reflects the fact that we have integrated out N = ∂S/∂N χ-modes, where S ∼ N2 is
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the entropy of the system. This number ∂S/∂N of species running in the loop generating
(3.7) corresponds to the difference in the entropy of the system with the brane included
versus that when the brane is pulled out of the system [1]. Interestingly, the appearance
of ∂S/∂N also appears in the analogous expansion for the M-branes with their well-known
peculiar entropies as we show in the appendix. In this way, the probe action for a single
scalar degree of freedom contains information about the entropy of the full system.
The crucial point for our analysis of the thermal case is that the interaction (3.7)
implies other interactions involving the η-modes. To see this, suppose that we are on
the full Coulomb branch, 〈Φ〉 = diag(φ1, . . . , φN ) so that U(N) → U(1)N . Then the
generalisation of the four-derivative terms that arises at one-loop is
Lfour−deriv ∼
∑
i<j
(∂φi − ∂φj)4
(φi − φj)4 (3.8)
Now as we return to our probe set-up, sending all but N − 1 of the eigenvalues back to
the origin, this coupling reduces to
Lfour−deriv ∼ N (∂φ)
4
m4χ
+
(∂φ)2Tr(∂η)2
m4χ
+
Tr (∂η)4
m4χ
(3.9)
At this order, which is protected by supersymmetry, the scalings (3.9) follow simply from
the cylinder diagrams connecting the φ and η sectors, including the nonplanar amplitude
generating the double-trace second term in (3.9). In fact, these terms can be understood
directly in the gravity side, without recourse to field theory, simply by considering the
couplings between energy density coming from excited φ modes on the probe and energy
density from bulk modes. As described in Section 3.1, evaluating the Tr(∂η)2 term in the
thermal background correctly reproduces the thermal wavefunction renormalization seen
in the DBI action (3.4). We may also perform a similar trick for the (∂η)4 coupling. A
quick evaluation of ’t Hooft double line diagrams is sufficient to see that the N scaling
goes as 〈Tr(∂η)4〉 ∼ (1/N) 〈Tr(∂η)2〉2 ∼ ε (∂ε/∂N) ∼ N3T 8 which indeed reproduces the
leading order correction to the potential in the expansion of (3.4). This last observation was
also made by Tseytlin and Yankielowicz [35]. This pattern continues to higher orders; for
example the six-derivative couplings between φ and η generate the appropriate corrections
upon thermally averaging over the η degrees of freedom.
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3.3. Probes at High Temperature
In the previous sections we saw that the DBI probe action contains information about
the thermal background of the remaining U(N − 1) sector of the gauge theory. We would
now like to study this in the low energy regime in which the probe is close to the horizon.
However, in order to do this it is necessary to sum up the higher derivative corrections
in the η sector. To see this, note that these include a power series in the combination
g2s(∂η)
2/φ4 which, given the thermal average of (3.6), is approaching 1 as φ→ φ0.
Consider the action involving the η degrees of freedom which, when thermally aver-
aged, reproduces the probe DBI action (3.4). If we now expand the thermally averaged
action about φ = φ0, we obtain an effective action for the probe appropriate to small E/T .
In this limit,
h = 1− 〈O(η)〉g
2
s
φ40
→ 4(φ− φ0)
φ0
(3.10)
It is this regime near φ = φ0 which generalizes to the de Sitter case. The leading behavior
of the probe action in this regime arises in the field theory from a nontrivial sum of higher
derivative terms generated near the origin of the approximate moduli space.
In this section, we have focused on the specific case of the N = 4 super Yang-Mills
theory, for which the degrees of freedom (φ, χ, η) make up a U(N) gauge theory. In general,
for gravity duals of 4d conformal field theories the geometry is as in (3.1) and hence the
square root term in the probe DBI action takes the form in (3.4). The couplings encoded
in (3.9), leading to (3.4), are also still present, but their microscopic origin will differ in
different cases. Similarly, in other dimensions (even with maximal supersymmetry) the
same interpretation arises though the couplings cannot be calculated perturbatively in any
limit. The couplings (3.9) could for example be analyzed directly on the gravity side of
the correspondence, by considering the Coulomb branch configuration (3.8), since they
represent couplings between φ and η energy densities mediated by bulk fields. We will not
pursue this independent calculation here.
3.4. Probe Dynamics
Before returning to the de Sitter case, let us here note some amusing features of the
probe dynamics in this thermal theory.
Firstly, there is a stronger speed limit generated by the thermal background, gener-
alizing the case studied in [18,15,16]. The motion of φ determined from the equations of
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motion of (3.4) has the property that φ takes forever to reach φ0. The speed limit on φ
motion here is
|φ˙| ≤ φ
2
√
λ
(
1− φ
4
0
φ4
)
(3.11)
leading to a late-time solution
φ− φ0 ∼ ce−4φ0t/
√
λ (3.12)
Again, this behavior is due to the strong back reaction on φ’s motion from the higher
derivative couplings to the thermally ηs via the χ modes. Thus the somewhat counter-
intuitive fact that the probe takes forever to reach the horizon in GR is holographically
dual to a pure quantum field theory effect: the strong back reaction on rolling scalar fields
as they approach points with light states on their approximate moduli space. Again, this
generalizes the effects studied in [15] and [17] to the thermal case where both a gas of
particles and higher derivative corrections play crucial roles.
Secondly, let us remark on a related phenomenon that is predicted by the AdS/CFT
correspondence. Consider the zero-temperature field theory with a few eigenvalues out
on its Coulomb branch, as described on the gravity side by few D3-brane probes. As a
localized quantum mechanical system, the probe branes constitute an Unruh detector. So
if the probe branes are forced onto a trajectory with nontrivial proper acceleration ap on
the gravity side of the correspondence, they will register the corresponding temperature
T = ap/2π. This makes a prediction that the corresponding motion on the field theory
Coulomb branch should lead to thermal Greens functions to a good approximation at low
energies in the sector of the theory corresponding to the set of eigenvalues out on the
Coulomb branch.
4. dS Redux
In this section, we return to the study the dynamics of D-brane probes on dSd−1
slices of (A)dS space, using the lessons learned in §3. This will enable us to flesh out
some further aspects of the correspondence described in §1 and §2. In particular, the
dynamics of the probes representing a field theory scalar field out on its Coulomb branch
encodes aspects of the relevant higher derivative couplings in the dual field theory at low
energies, as we summarize in §4.1. As we review in §4.2, going out fully on the Coulomb
branch provides a way to determine the microphysical content of the dual CFT from brane
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probes. Brane probes in other configurations, describing domain walls in the dual d − 1
dimensional theory, are discussed in §4.3. Finally, in §4.4 we discuss the prospects for
pursuing our duality further to higher codimension, ultimately decoupling the description
from dynamical gravity.
4.1. The Coulomb branch of the dual CFT and higher derivative couplings
The Coulomb branch dynamics of our field theory can be explored through the use of
a brane probes of the metric (2.2) at position ρ, governed by the DBI action
SDBI = −τB
∫
dd−1y
√
gˆ
( ρ
R
)d−1√
1 +
R4
ρ2
gˆαβ∂αρ∂βρ
R2 ± ρ2 + SWZ (4.1)
where τB is the brane tension and the ± refers to AdS and dS respectively.
TheWess-Zumino term SWZ depends on the flux quantum numbers and corresponding
probe brane charges. For example, in the case of AdS5 with dS4 slices, the WZ term is
SWZ,AdS = cAdS
(
ρ
R
√
1 +
ρ2
R2
(−3 + 2 ρ
2
R2
) + 3ArcSinh
ρ
R
)
(4.2)
where the constant prefactor cAdS depends on the flux and brane charge content of the
background and the probe. Similarly, for dS5 with dS4 slices we obtain
SWZ,dS = cdS
(
− ρ
R
√
1− ρ
2
R2
(3 + 2
ρ2
R2
) + 3ArcSin
ρ
R
)
(4.3)
The interpretation of the terms in the DBI action is similar to the case of thermal
field theory on Minkowski space described in §3 for temperature T = 1/R (that is setting
r0 = R in the formulas of §3). Again the DBI action arises from the summation of higher
derivative couplings (suppressed by the χ mass scale φ), evaluated in the background of
interest (in this case dSd−1 with its curvature radius and inverse temperature R).
However the two are not exactly the same. For instance, in the case of AdSd, ex-
panding (4.1) about large ρ one finds corrections of order T 2/E2, whereas in the flat space
thermal field theory (3.4), the corrections arose in a power series in T 4/E4 at large r. Also,
in the case of conformal field theory on dSd−1, the conformal coupling proportional to Rφ2
is nontrivial in the background [43], whereas its coefficient R vanishes in the flat space case.
Moreover, there is a whole series of corrections in R/φ2 (multiplying couplings) arising in
a space of general curvature [43]. In fact there is a relation between these two statements;
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the curvature couplings generate extra corrections scaling like λRl4s/ρ2 ∼ T 2/E2.3 Again,
these couplings carry information about the N = ∂S/∂N degrees of freedom in the χ
modes coupling the probe with the rest of the system. Another distinction is the logarith-
mic contributions in the Wess-Zumino term (4.2), which would be interesting to interpret
in the field theory.
Away from the high energy limit, it is useful to change variables from ρ to rT , where
rT = φT l
2
s is similar to the r = φl
2
s variable of the thermal flat space field theory case of
§3:
ρ = 2
√
R(rT −R) (4.4)
In terms of this variable, the metric near the center of the dSd−1 probe brane is approx-
imately equal to (3.1), with r ∼ rT and h = 1 − R4/r4T . As the probe approaches the
horizon at ρ = 0, rT approaches R. In this limit, consider the quantities
g2sO(η)
φ4T
and
λR
φ2T
(4.5)
which appear in the higher derivative expansion of the action (the second one arising from
the curvature coupling in the dSd−1 slicing as just described). Since they are approaching
1, similarly to the case of §3, the behavior near the horizon involves a nontrivial sum of
higher derivative terms correcting the moduli space approximation.
Altogether, taking into account these modifications, the probe action (4.1) carries
information about the nontrivial higher derivative couplings to the S microscopic η degrees
of freedom in the same way as described in §3 (though as discussed at the end of §3.3, the
microphysical origin of these couplings will vary from case to case). Again, the behavior
of the probes in the E ≪ T regime is a pure quantum field theory effect.
4.2. The Content of the CFT on the Coulomb Branch
Although we have elucidated the structure of codimension 1 holography in the de
Sitter static patch, it is of great interest to determine the microphysical content of the dual
thermal field theory in specific examples, such as [9,10]. In the AdS/CFT correspondence,
one has a general dictionary [19,44] which is independent of the specific content of the dual
field theory and which is indeed realized by many different microphysical examples such as
3 To avoid confusion let us note that ρ variable is different from the φl2s variable of [43] away
from the boundary.
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the N = 4 SYM theory. We expect a similar situation here: the general structure of the
correspondence we developed here and in [1,2] should apply in many different microphysical
realizations of dS space.
Let us briefly review here how this content might be determined, again using the branes
available on the gravity side of the correspondence to deduce features of the field theory
side. Namely, in de Sitter flux models such as [9,10], one can go fully onto the Coulomb
branch by trading all of the flux in the IR end of the geometry for branes [1,3]. In the
examples of [10], one finds on the Coulomb branch of the system a product of unitary gauge
groups with multifundamental matter degrees of freedom arising from string junctions [3],
whose entropy matches that predicted in [45] assuming a roughly uniform distribution of
cosmological constants. These examples contain dynamical wrapped NS5-branes as well as
D5 and D3-branes, which in principle determine the couplings among the multifundamental
matter fields in the system.4 In the cases [9], one can again trade the flux for branes out on
the Coulomb branch; in this case one can avoid NS branes and have only D-branes, with
the dilaton tadpole from the supercriticality providing the independent force analogous to
the NS flux in [10]. It will be interesting to pursue these specific examples further, to see
how the microphysics in each case fits into the general dictionary we outlined here.
Note that out on the Coulomb branch, the induced contribution to the d− 1 dimen-
sional Newton constant is modified from its value (2.4)(2.5). On both sides of the duality,
the renormalized contribution is reduced out on the Coulomb branch. In the d−1 descrip-
tion, this happens because low energy field theory modes are massed-up on the Coulomb
branch, and hence contribute less to the total renormalization of GN . Similarly on the
gravity side, trading the flux near the horizon for branes leads to a smaller geometrical
contribution to GN because the region near the horizon is replaced by one with smaller
d-dimensional cosmological constant and hence less volume.
4.3. Domain walls and vacuum bubbles
In addition to the probe branes living on the dSd−1 slices at fixed ρ, which manifest the
Coulomb branch of the field theory, we can consider other configurations of codimension
one brane probes. Another simple case is a probe arranged as a shell surrounding the
static observer. This probe spatially traces out a sphere at a (time dependent) radius rs(t)
in the static coordinate system
ds2 = −(1− r2s/R2)dt2 + (1− r2s/R2)−1dr2s + r2sdΩ2 (4.6)
4 We thank O. de Wolfe for ongoing discussions on this system.
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CFT on dSd−1 CFT on dSd−1
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 dS  static patch (spatial)d
Fig. 3: A domain wall shell in the static patch. Note that the bubble wall intersects
the dSd−1 slices on which the field theory lives also as a vacuum bubble in the field
theory.
As in the thermal field theory case discussed in §3, this probe takes forever to fall into
the dSd horizon at rs = R in the general relativity approximation. Again this follows from
a combination of summed higher derivative and thermal effects in the probe DBI action
SDBI = −τB
∫
r2sd
2Ωdt
√
h
√
1− r˙2s/h2 (4.7)
where τB is the tension of the brane probe.
Now let us consider the interpretation of these branes in the dual. By superimposing
this brane on the dSd−1 slicing defining our dual depicted in figure 1, we see that the
branes (4.7) constitute domain walls in the dual d − 1 dimensional theory (see figure 3).
In this way, the vacuum structure of the discretuum of gravity solutions should be dual
to a discretuum of vacua of the dual. It would be interesting to pursue this connection
further, especially given the arguments for decays of existing de Sitter constructions in
string theory [10,9]. Note also that the duality between the pure dS and the cutoff CFT is
unaffected by such decays for exponentially long timescales during which the simpler setup
we have focused on in this paper is a good approximation. The domain wall configurations
here extend to the UV cutoff region of the geometry, and hence do not involve purely
physics of the CFT of the simpler approximation.
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4.4. Higher Codimension and non-gravitational holography
Combining all the results here with [1,2], we may obtain further holographic dualities
by iterating the dimensional reduction procedure [11]. Namely, the localized d− 1 dimen-
sional graviton of [2] suggests that the system should further be holographically dual to
a d − 2 dimensional theory and so on, leading to CFT on dS2 (as studied in [46]) and
ultimately to quantum mechanics. The content of this quantum mechanical theory on its
approximate moduli space can be determined from the degrees of freedom living on the
corresponding intersecting D-brane probes [1,3].
It will be interesting to see if this quantum mechanical theory arising in this way
from explicit models has any relation to the interesting approaches to de Sitter holography
suggested in [47,12]. The proposals [47] aim for a complete description of global asymp-
totically dSd space, and some of them define observables (or “calculables”) along one or
both of the spacelike boundaries of dSd.
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In our correspondence, we confine our description to a causal region, with the holo-
graphic dual defined on timelike slices amenable to explicit analysis of the Coulomb branch
via branes traded for flux in stringy de Sitter constructions [9,10]. One might wonder about
the precision of a holographic duality defined in a geodesically incomplete patch of a space-
time. This situation arises also in the Poincare patch version of AdS/CFT , whose field
theory side is conformal field theory on Minkowski space. It is this version of AdS/CFT
one that is more closely analogous to the causal patch holography for de Sitter space. In
both cases, although the horizon is only an approximate general relativistic concept, the
system is defined quantum mechanically by the dual field theory.
In the AdS case, there are several versions of the correspondence pertaining to different
patches of the space (the Poincare patch being dual to CFT on Minkowski space, the global
AdS being dual to CFT on S3 × IR, and the plane wave limit being dual to a quantum
mechanical theory [49]). It is entirely possible that de Sitter holography works the same
way, with different mutually consistent versions. As just mentioned, the Poincare patch
version of AdS/CFT is probably the closest analogue to the static patch of dS, as the
gravity side is geodesically incomplete and one must take into account the processes that
enter the horizon in the far past and exit in the far future. It is clear that even if there is
5 though these may not exist in the same form after all decay processes are taken into account
[10,48].
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a global version of de Sitter holography, there must be a self contained description of what
a given observer can access, which the present proposal provides.
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Appendix A. M-branes
In Section 3, we interpreted the expansion of the D3-brane probe action in terms
of an underlying thermal field theory. From the discussion there, we found the the low-
temperature expansion of the black D3-brane probe can be written in the suggestive form,
LDBI ∼ 1
gs
∂ε
∂N
(
1 + g2s
ε
m4χ
+ . . .
)
+
1
gs
(
1 + g2s
ε
m4χ
+ . . .
)
(∂φ)2+
∂S
∂N
(∂φ)4
m4χ
+ . . . (A.1)
In fact, the same interpretation can be shown to work for other, non-conformal, D-branes
as well as orbifold field theories. In this appendix we show how a similar expansion appears
for the black M-branes where, from the perspective of the dual, strongly coupled, CFT, the
terms in (A.1) arise from a combination of quantum and thermal effects. In this manner,
the probe action knows about the number of species S present in the dual field theory in
much the same way that the Z-boson knows about the number of light neutrino species.
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A.1. M2-Brane
The near horizon limit of N non-extremal M2-branes yields the 7-sphere with N units
of flux times the AdS4-Schwarzchild metric, where the latter is given by,
ds2 =
r4
R4
(−h(r)dt2 + d~x2) + R
2
r2
h(r)−1dr2 (A.2)
where the non-extremality function is given by h(r) = 1− r60/r6. The dictionary between
the field theory and supergravity variables includes the entries (MR)9 ∼ N3/2 and r20 =
TR3 where M is the 11-dimensional Planck scale. Using supergravity, one can show that
the free energy of this solution is given by F ∼ N3/2T 3, which exhibits the well-known and
ill-understood N3/2 scaling of the entropy. We will now see how, with some interpretation
of the probe action, one may rederive this result for the scaling of the entropy at zero
temperature.
The action for a probe M2-brane in the background (A.2) is given by
SM2 = −M3
∫
d3x
r6
R6
(
h1/2
√
1− R
6r˙2
r6h2
+
R6(∇r)2
r6h
− 1
)
(A.3)
from which we can extract the four-derivative terms at zero temperature. Expressing these
in terms of the scalar field φ = rM3/2, which has engineering dimension [φ] = 1/2, we
have,
L4−deriv ∼M3R6 (∂r)
4
r6
∼ N (∂φ)
4
φ6
(A.4)
which comes with a coefficient of N , as in the case of the D3-brane, giving no hint of the
N3/2 degrees of freedom living on the M2-brane worldvolume. However, suppose that this
term can be thought of as arising in the M2-brane theory by integrating out “χ-modes as
in the D3-brane. In this more general setting, we do not have a perturbative description
of the field theory in any regime (other than the large radius low energy description on the
gravity side of the AdS/CFT correspondence), so we do not have a simple diagrammatic
interpretation of the counting of “χ modes”. However rather generally we expect their
number to be simply the difference ∂S/∂N between the number of degrees of freedom
of the system with one probe removed from the stack of M2-branes and the number of
degrees of freedom in the system with the probe included in the stack [1]. Indeed we will
find this scaling appearing in the DBI action for the M-branes in the same way it appeared
for the D3-branes. Here the χ modes, stretching between M2-branes, are best thought of as
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bion-like spikes in the M2-brane worldvolume. Since the only scale in town in the Planck
mass M , the tension of these objects must scale as M2 in flat space. Then, in a pure AdS4
background (or for large vevs in AdS4-Schwarzchild), the mass of these χ modes is
mχ =M
2
∫
dr
√
g00
√
grr =M
2
∫
dr
r
R
=M2
r2
R
(A.5)
We may now rewrite the four-derivative interaction (A.4) in terms of mχ
L4−deriv ∼ (RM)3 (∂φ)
4
m3χ
= N1/2
(∂φ)4
m3χ
(A.6)
to see that the coefficient indeed captures the conjectured number of χ-modes that we
integrated out: ∂S/∂N = N1/2.
Let’s now turn to finite temperature effects and repeat the analysis that we performed
in Section 2 for the D3-branes. The leading order expansion of the DBI action includes
the couplings
SM2 ∼
∫
d3x N1/2T 3
(
1 +
N3/2T 3
φ6
+ . . .
)
+
(
1 +
N3/2T 3
φ6
+ . . .
)
(∂φ)2 + . . . (A.7)
which matches the general form of the expansion given in (A.1). As for the D3-branes, we
would like to understand how these terms arise from the couplings of φ to the bulk of the
system (whose degrees of freedom we will again refer to as η modes) via χs. However, we do
not have a perturbative field theory description in which we can calculate the contributions
directly. In the D3-brane case, we could also determine this four derivative coupling from
the closed string channel, whose low energy contribution is supergraviton exchange. This
coupling is simply controlled by Newton’s constant (in 10d for the D3-brane case) and has
no extra powers of N . This generalizes to the current situation–from the gravity point of
view, the coupling (A.4) generalizes to contributions (∂η)2(∂φ)2/φ6 + (∂η)4/φ4. In terms
of mχ, this translates into the couplings
L4−deriv ∼
√
N
(∂φ)4
m3χ
+
1√
N
Tr(∂η)2 (∂φ)2
m3χ
+
1√
N
Tr(∂η)4
m3χ
(A.8)
where, by “Trace”, we mean a suitable sum over all degrees of freedom of the M2-brane
worldvolume. In particular, the Hamiltonian of the M2-brane theory – whatever it is!
– includes the term Tr(∂η)2, so that when we evaluate this in the background thermal
bath we have 〈Tr(∂η)2〉 ∼ F ∼ N3/2T 3. In this way, the second term in (A.8) can be
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shown to reproduce the thermal wavefunction renormalisation arising from the expansion
of the DBI action (A.7). Following the D3-brane example, we expect that the correction
to the free-energy in (A.7) arises from calculating the Tr(∂η)4 coupling in the thermal
background. Our lack of understanding of the M2-brane worldvolume prohibits a first
principles computation of this expectation value. Here we note that we get the right
functional form provided the answer scales in the manner: 〈Tr(∂η)4〉 ∼ (1/N)〈(Tr∂η)2〉2.
We may take this as a clue as to the structure of the non-abelian gauge theory on the
M2-brane.
A.2. M5-Brane
The same pattern holds for the M5-brane, using exactly the same logic as in the
M2 case but replacing the warp factor and thermodynamic quantities with the powers of
r, R and N appropriate to this case. Again, to find the quantity ∂S/∂N in front of the
four-derivative correction, one must normalize by dividing by a suitable mχ. The relevant
χ-modes are M2-branes stretched between M5-branes. If these M2-branes are curled on a
cylinder of radius 1/M (again: there is no other scale) then the tension of the “χ-string”
is M2 and this leads to the correct scaling ∂S/∂N ∼ N2.
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